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Mitchell-Kernan, Claudia. On the status of Black



A Natural Approach to Second Language Acquzsition and Learning1 TRACY D. TERRELL, University of California, Irvine



THE PURPOSE of this paper is to suggest



communicate communicate in in a second a second language. language. This asThis as-



sertion sertionmay may surprise surprise those those whowho would would argue argue a more "natural" approach to the teachthat that this thisisisindeed indeed already already the the premise premise of L2 of L2 ing of a second language (L2) in an academic teaching teachingininmost most institutions. institutions. However, However, there there situation. I have used the adjective "natural" since most of the support for the suggestions are are many manywho who question question "whether "whether any signifiany signifiI will make stems from observations and studcant cant level levelofof communicative communicative competence competence may may ies of second language acquisition in natural, be be attained attainedinin the the very very constraining constraining environenvironi.e., non academic, contexts. Not all of these ment mentof ofthe the classroom" classroom" (Valdman (Valdman 1975:424). 1975:424). This same samewriter writer further further suggests suggests that the thatgoal the goal suggestions of this approach to the acquisitionThis of L2 in academic contexts are new of course; of of communication communication "may "may bestbest be deferred be deferred to to however, I believe that a combination of all



more advanced levels of instruction and to



of them results in a course which is strikingly special purpose courses." In addition, the fina different from those with which I have been products of most of our language classes un acquainted.1 fortunately support this suggestion. The re The organization of this paper is as follows. ality is that the majority of our students in First, I will briefly sketch the view of com-



municative competence and language acquisition in the context of academic L2 learning



which underlies this approach. I will then



turn to a discussion of three basic guidelines. Finally, I will discuss some practical implications of these guidelines with regard to classroom teaching. Communicative Competence



'This paper is essentially the outgrowth of an



experimental introductory Dutch course at Universit



of California, Irvine. Although I speak Dutch, I d



not feel competent enough to become an audio-lingual drill master nor did I have any desire to return to the grammar-translation method even under the



guise of a new name, "cognitive-code." Therefore, I turned initially to a modified form of the "direct"



method. The experiences of that year were subsequently modified and applied to seven sections of



My premise is that it is possible for stu- beginning Spanish at the University of California,



dents in a classroom situation to learn to



Irvine.
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(erman, or thle gen(ler and number agreement one and two year language courses do 1not



attain even a minimal level of communicative



systelms of tie Rolance languages, normally



cause tno interpretation (lifficulties by a native competence. In most first year courses a very



speaker it the sentence is ulttere(l in a meansmall part of the time is spent on actual communication; most of the efforts are directe(l ingful context. Most of the problems in intertoward exercises and drills to teach mor-



pretation stem from the fact that the sentences



uttered in the classroom by the teacher or phology and syntax. It is highly doubtful,



however, that the amount of structure student (mor-have no conmmunicative context since they are created for the practice of some morphology and syntax) which is taught in most phological or syntactical item being studied. first year language courses (first and second The preoccupation with grammatical coryear for high schools) is in any real sense abrectness solutely essential for normal communication in early stages of L2 teaching is essentially with native speakers.2 Furthermore, it is prob- a felt need of language teachers and is ably true that normal first year language not stu-an expectation of either language



learners or most native speakers of L2 who dents are not capable of learning to control



in their speech the immense amount of gram2 Unfortunately not only is the knowledge of grammatical complexity taught in most classes in mar not necessary for basic communication, it is a single year. definitely not sufficient for successful interaction with The key to any discussion of this topic is an a native speaker in the language. The profession is unfortunately full of teachers who know the grammar agreement on the definition of "communicaof L2 quite well, but cannot communicate effectively tive competence." I use this term to mean that with native speakers. (See also Newmark, 1966). In a student can understand the essential points addition, the emphasis on covering all of the grammar of what a native speaker says to him in a real in one year (two for secondary schools) may well be communicative situation and can respond in an idiosyncrasy of the American educational system. Wilkins (1972:1) in a description of one system used such a way that the native speaker interprets in various parts of Europe describes a trend away the response with little or no effort and withfrom this sort of lockstep instruction. He claims that out errors that are so distracting that they



interfere drastically with communication. I suggest that the level of competence needed for minimal communication acceptable to native speakers is much lower than that supposed by most teachers. Specifically, I suggest that if we are to raise our expectations for oral



competency in communication we must lower our expectations for structural accuracy.3



Let us assume that the primary goal is



communicative competence. For the purposes of listening comprehension, morphology is by necessity ignored by the language learners at beginning levels. Syntactic differences are noticed only in so far as they differ drastically from LI, and even these differences cause



we must "abandon the conventional grammatical syllabus which attempts to teach the entire grammatical system without regard to its application to specific language needs and to the fact that not all parts of



the system are equally important to all learners." 3 We have little specific research on exactly what is



necessary for basic communication. In one study of the Spanish subjunctive, it was shown that subjunctive forms were totally irrelevant for native speaker comprehension but that correct placement of pronominal



forms as well as the position and use of the clause relator que, "that" was important (Terrell, Perrone. and Baycroft, 1976). More such studies will be necessary if we are to choose intelligently the crucial structural items.



4 There is some empirical evidence to support this claim. Bellamy and Bellamy (1970) found that children do very poorly in interpreting certain morphemes.



such as past tense, in sentences not in context. These



little problem for comprehension if the ma- same morphemes are comprehended quite readily in jor lexical items of the sentence are known, a full semantic context. It may be that even in adult and if the sentence is uttered in a meaningfulspeech the morphemes which mark essential gramcontext.4 With regard to production, only onmatical categories may not always be the primary rare occasions will errors in surface morpho-cue for interpretation. It may be the case that much grammatical information is determined primarily from syntax such as verb-subject or noun-adjectivecontext and that only in cases of ambiguity do we agreement, cause the native speaker difficul- actually make full functional use of the grammatical ties. Errors with the elaborate case system ofmarkers for purposes of comprehension.
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Learrning is the conscious process of studying with a few notable exceptions are usually



and intellectually understanding the grammar quite happy to deal with foreigners making of L2. Acquisition, on the other hand, refers any sort of effort to speak their language.= to the unconscious absorption of general principles of grammar through real experiences of Second Language Acquisition



communication using L2. It is the basis for The student at any point in a natural L2 most first language ability and in terms of acquisition process possesses a developing sysL2 is commonly known as "picking up a



tem of grammar rules which parallel to adult language." grammars permits him to process input in L2 In most L2 classrooms the emphasis is on and to make appropriate responses.6 At first learning, not acquisition. However, since no this grammar is extremely rudimentary. Most one has ever completely described the gramprobably the first governing principle is to mar of a language much less taught it to any-



"string the known and appropriate lexical one, all L2 ability must also involve acquisi-



items together in more or less the same order tion. The most obvious incontestable example as L1 or in the order in which the words are



of acquisition is the ability to "pick up" a



thought of." The sets of grammatical princinative-like pronunciation with minimal expals termed by Nemser (1971) "approximative posure. Not all students are equally adept at system," by Corder (1971) "idiosyncratic diaacquisition, but the important point is that lect," and by Selinker (1972) "interlanguage," while acquisition is present to some degree in evolves in the direction of the adult speaker.



At any point in time, however, the output cannot be expected to be perfect. On the other



hand, in the traditional classroom the student



expands his grammar one rule at a time, learnOthers have also advocated the development of ing each as perfectly as possible and progress- communicative competence. Brown (1974) stated that ing from a simple to a more complex output. "we are also at a crucial moment in the history of The output at any one point is restricted but language teaching: a new methodology-based on



as grammatical as possible. In natural L2 ac-'communicative competence' and on cognitive and quisition the output is as varied as possible effective factors-is being developed in reaction to the rote, oral-aural methods which began in the



and expresses quite complex ideas at all times. 1950's." He goes on to say that "the current L2



It is the grammaticality of the utterances research



will indeed have a great impact on shaping a new method." Many teachers do try to adapt whatIf communicative competence is an im- ever materials they use for producing communication mediate goal, we must establish as quickly as real as possible. This is far short of the major revisions, I propose in this paper. Usually the proas possible a large lexicon with very general posals of the communicative competence school of syntax rules. Vocabulary acquisition is rela-thought suggest only that the drills and exercises tively simple. It also gives the student the should be as close to real communication as possible. ability to comprehend utterances and at least 6This approach to the analysis of second language some ability to respond in real communica-acquisition was first introduced by Corder (1967) and has inspired a large amount of research since that tive situations. Once the student is communi-



which increases with time and experience.



date. The basic literature has been collected in two



cating, however imperfectly, the teacher anthologies: can Schumann and Stenson (1974) and



then direct the materials and experiences Richards (1.974). See also Hanzeli (1975) and Cor-



der (1975). toward the development of the student gram7I have followed the general usage of these terms. mar ("interlanguage") in the direction of the In addition, my proposals parallel Steve Krashen's adult grammar.



Learning and Acquisition



Language knowledge stems from two



model of second language acquisition in that what he terms acquisition, I claim should take place in the



classroom and the device he terms the monitor, should



result from learning through specific kinds of exercises done by the students individually outside the



sources: what is learned and what is acquired.7 classroom. Krashen and Seliger (1975).
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ables not may have constitute the major reason why all L2 ability, learning may or may adults are not always as successful as children played a major role.8 If we consider the diverse situations in in language acquisition." Evidence from Gard-



which adults communicate in second lan-



ner and Lambert (1972), Guiora (1971) and



guages, it is probably true that most Nida second (1971) indicate that a positive attitude withsituaregard to affective variables may not languages are not learned in academic



only be of necessary to acquire language, but tions, but acquired naturally. A speaker



that it may actually function independently one language must use another in the market place. Often one language is used at of home factors such as aptitude and intelligence. evidence at this point indicates then and in everyday communication, but The another must be learned for educational or business that the primary factors which influence L2 purposes. In many cases the adult speaker acquisition are affective not cognitive. There-



has moved to another language area, and



must learn that language for much of his This or is not to deny that for some, learning may have been the principal component of language her daily communication, as is the case for ability. This is probably the case for many language most immigrants. The main point is that teachers for whom grammar was intrinsically interpeople of all ages and backgrounds doesting. acquire second languages very often without 9 The hypothesis that adults may acquire a second the help of formal education or special language is somewhat contrary to the theory that there



courses. One factor common to all of these



is a critical period for language acquisition after



which little or no acquisition occurs or that it occurs



situations is that language learning takes with great difficulty. Penfield and Roberts (1959), place when there is a real need and motivafor example, hypothesized that the difficulties which



tion for it.9 There is no doubt that theadults ability have in learning a second language is the



resultdeof the completion of cortical lateralization at to acquire a second language perfectly



puberty. At this point the language functions are creases as one grows older, but the overwhelmlocalized in the left cerebral cortex, and it was sug-



ing empirical evidence from L2 learners in



gested that the former plasticity of the brain, with



cultures all over the globe in the most regard diverse to language acquisition, disappears. Lenneberg situations shows that adults can acquire lan-the best known proponent of this hypothesis, (1967), used data guages and that indeed the acquisition of from



studies of mental retardation and



other languages in some societies may aphasia be theto support this position. However, Krashen (1973) indicated that cortical lateralization may be



norm. (Hill, 1970.) completed by the age of five, and therefore, no matL2 acquisition in adults may be quite ter simiwhat its relationship to L1 acquisition, it could



lar although not identical to L2 acquisition not account puberty. by children. Bailey, Madden, and Krashen



for difficulties in L2 acquisition after



0 Also, Taylor (1974), with many others, has argued (1974) found that adults acquire grammatical



that L2 acquisition may be more similar to LI acquimorphemes in the same way as do children sition than we have hitherto believed. If, for example, (using Dulay and Burt's study (1973)); they it turns out to be the case that there are no cognitive



concluded that "children and adults use com-



deficiencies with regard to L2 acquisition which sepa-



mon strategies and process linguistic data rate in adults from children, then we must look for a different explanation for the relative success for alfundamentally similar ways."'l most all children and the relative failure for many Taylor (1973:34) after a review of the rele-



adults, especially in academic contexts. Many have



vant research concludes that "what mayargued be that an explanation of the differences lies



necessary for the adult to acquire real native primarily in the affective domain. A child's first language is really a means to an end: socialization and proficiency in a second language is a perseverintegration into both adult society and the society of ing motivation, the desire to identify with the child's peers. Conversely the lack of such motivaanother cultural group integratively and the tion and the absence of a strong positive attitude ability to overcome the emphatic barrierstoward set the culture of the language may be primarily



up by ego boundaries." He added thatresponsible "it



for the lower success rate for adult lan-



guage acquisition. seems likely that affective psychological vari-
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andt application) are covered first in the fore, the overriding considerlation intice, all of Out-of-class activities are generally the components of any natural approachclassroom. must be to make the stu(lent feel at ease during restricted to practice of various sorts. In the activities in the classroom."1 audio-lingual approach it was important that this out-of-class practice not involve new eleIn summary, I have suggested that (1) imments. mediate commiunicative competence (not



Since the teacher takes the responsibility f grammatical perfection) be the goal of beginning language instruction, (2) instruction explanation, practice and application (in a (lition to the emphasis on correctness in should be directed to modifying and improving the students' grammar (rather than buildspeech), most of the classroom time is nece ing it one rule at a time), (3) students should sarily spent on explanation and practice, an very little on communicative situations be given the opportunity to acquire language which the student may use what he has lear (rather than be forced to learn it), and (4) af-



ed. Nor do I see any way of changing th fective (not cognitive) factors are primary forces operating in language acquisition. pattern, if the teacher must assume respons



In the following section I will discuss some bility for all explanation and practice in th



classroom. practical guidelines designed to implement



these suggestions.



In fact, I claim that the situation in most



beginning L2 classrooms is even worse than I have implied. In most if not all approaches L2 teaching the learning of the "form" of the sentences, (1) Distribution of learning and acquisii.e., correct morphology and syntax, becomes tion activities. All teachers have tried to deal the focal point for almost all class activities. Even on those rare occasions in which the intelligently with the problem of how much time to dedicate in the classroom to the varistudent manages to escape from a drill activit ous sorts of activities which are involved in to an interesting topic, the teacher's respons gaining communicative competence. For is purusually "muy bien" or "sehr gut," once poses of discussion I have classified these activities into three groups: explanation, prac-



Guidelines for a natural approach to



"See also Brown (1973) for a detailed discussion tice, and application. Activities of explanaof affective variables in second language acquisition tion and practice (drills, exercises, etc.) are 12 Interestingly enough the research to date ha of course mostly directed to learning, not not been able to show that any one method or apacquisition. Application may involve both proach produces better results in terms of language



learning and acquisition. performance. The widely acclaimed Pennsylvania Methods differ, sometimes drastically, Foreign with Language Research Project (see Smith and Berger, regard to the amount of time spent on each 1968, and Smith and Baranyi, 1968, for the initial reports and Carroll, 1969, for a discussion and activity and the manner in which each kind critique) was able to conclude very little about the of activity is approached.12 Even the order ofof different approaches. In fact, according to value presentation may be different. For example, their data not even the preparation of the instructor waswas correlated positively with success on the part of in the early days of audio-lingualism it the students. Currie (1975) discusses two other projrecommended that practice precede explanaects designed to test the value of different teaching tion (habits established before the generalistrategies: Casey (1968) and Levin (1969). In neither zation, to use the jargon of the period). of There the projects did method affect the results on a are differences of opinion on which language, statistically significant level. In both the traditional approach and the audio-lingual oral apL1 or L2, to use for the explanation, grammar and



proaches, which were the primary methodologies what sorts of practice are useful (pattern drills,



under consideration, the emphasis is on the teaching



written exercises, translation, etc.). In most and learning of the structure of L2 and the student cases, the teacher directs the learning process in neither approach is given the chance to acquire and all three components (explanation, praclanguage and use it in meaningful situations.
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batrrassmnent an(l so lorth, even wlien (lone i again undlerlining to the student the fact that the best situations. lie was interesteld more in the form of of the utterance than its content.':



Even Valdnman who voice( the opinion that errors sllouldl not be tolerated in formal lanThere can be no real change in this pattern



unless a change in attitude is made toward( guage learning (Valdman, 1975:423-424) adthe relative importance of communication mits that "iil a natural setting, communica-



versus correct form at this level. If communi-



tive competence may be achieved (lespite (lecation is more important then it follows viation that fromi surface stlructure well formelmost if not all classroom activities should be ness." In normal second language acquisition designed to evoke real communication. In the speech of a learner is almost never corfact, unless the students live in an area in



rected.] 1



which L2 is spoken, it is only in the class-On a practical level it must be recognize(l



room that the student will have a chance to



that the possibility of carrying on an intelli-



exercise any natural ability to acquiregent the conversation with students in IL2 without



language. For these reasons, I suggest that the entire class period be devoted to communicative activities. Explanation and practice with form is essential if we expect any improvement in the output of the students' developing grammars, but they can be done for the most part



outside of class. This outside work must be



errors is close to zero. For the beginning stu-



dent it is doubtful that even one sentence



will be well-formed unless the topic of conversation is severely limited. This is to be expected; the student is working from a partial grammar in the process of development; output is limited in all components. If the stu-



carefully planned and highly structured. The



" Dulay and Burt (1973:257) expressed the same in relation to the teaching of morphology and



explanations must be clear enough to idea be



understood by most of the students without syntax to children learning a second language, "Perusing classroom time. Exercises must be haps self-the most important characteristic of a natural communication situation that is most overlooked in correcting or, at least, a liberal use made of



language classrooms is that the attention of the speak er and hearer is on the 'message' or content of the be completed, collected, and evaluatedverbal in exchange rather than on its form. Yet most some systematic way. language teaching materials focus on the structures be taught, often with the result that the message The student should realize that the topriof the sentences taught, if there is one, is meaningless



keys for correction. Specific assignments should



mary responsibility is his for improvement in



for both teachers and children."



the quality of his output. The teacher can " Even



in L1 acquisition situations correction ap-



provide the materials, guidance where needed, parently plays a very small role. Ervin-Tripp (1971:



and even some extra motivation in the form



196) observed, for example that "adults listening to



of quizzes or tests, but it is the studentchildren who are usually listening to the message, just as they are when they listen to adults. Our evidence is must decide when and where to improve his that they comment on the form only in the case of speech by implementing what he has learned. socially marked deviations such as obscenities, lower



It should be remembered that conscious



class non-standard forms and in the case of Black



families, forms believed to be 'country speech.' " knowledge of structure does not automatically



Claudia Mitchell lead to the ability to use that knowledge in the field worker at the University of California, Berkeley, is quoted by Slobin (1969: speech. This often takes a considerable amount of time.



15) as follows: "Most of the corrections I observed



there is no evidence which shows that the



present: 'Can't you say hello?'; a child interrupts a



by mothers to the group under five focused on speech (2) Error correction. Much has been written etiquette rather than grammar. For example, a child enters the room and fails to greet the other adults on error correction (Cohen, 1975). However, conversation: 'Wait until I am finished' or 'Say



correction of speech errors is necessary or excuse me first'; child uses taboo word; child fails to even helpful in language acquisition. Most maintain a civil tone when speaking to mother; child



agree that the correction of speech errors is in excitement uses speech which is garbled although intelligible." negative in terms of motivation, attitude, em-
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hiswill acquisition of L2 by spending a large dent's speech at this stage is corrected he number soon learn that lie will be able to respond ade- of hours simply listening to the language, quately only in very severely restricted con- avoiding direct participation in a



conversation. Slowly, he can become accustexts; certainly no added remarks will ever tomed to rhythm, intonation, pronunciation, pass the teacher's inspection. Consequently, and so forth. He has time to acquire a basic most students avoid trying to communicate vocabulary. His strategy is to try to grasp the anything which goes beyond simple direct



meaning of a sentence with the lexical items he recognizes without understanding all of with native speakers bears little resemblance the lexical items in the sentence or its gramto this sort of classroom exchange. matical structure. Indeed at first, he may not I suggest that error correction be done only pay attention to any structure at all, except in written assignments which focus specifically perhaps for word order. His initial responses on form and never during oral communicaare normally very short, and in general the tion. As far as I am aware, only Halley and learner tries to gain experience with compreKing (1971) have ever proposed to eliminate hension until he feels more confident in unentirely the correction of speech errors from derstanding the questions or comments adthe classroom. This sort of proposal would



answers. Communication in the real world



be impossible of course in a class which dressed is to him. He may spend many hours listening to speech which does not require



based on the drilling of form.



complete A student should be encouraged to say new comprehension or a direct response.



It would be nearly impossible to duplicate and interesting things with the knowledge that he will never be embarrassed in front of completely this sort of situation in a classBut we can concentrate first on listenhis peers. This kind of communication inroom. a ing comprehension. I suggest that the student second language depends entirely on the imagination and creativity of the teacher and anbe allowed to respond in his native language. ability to interact in real communication with If the student is permitted to concentrate the students. entirely on comprehension by permitting re(3) Response in both L1 and L2. In most sponse in L1, he can rapidly expand his listening comprehension abilities to a wide variety L2 classrooms the student is completely immersed the first day in the use of all of the of topics and still be comfortable in the comcomponents of a grammar. For the audiolin- munication process. There is no evidence that gualists, this usually means a dialog and pro- the use of L1 by the student retards in any nunciation drills. For practitioners of the di- way the acquisition of L2. Indeed my experi-



rect method, it means simple questions and ence has been that it speeds up this process answers using correct pronunciation and since it allows for concentration on one component at a time.15 structure. The possibilities of any real communication for the first few weeks are virIn summary I have suggested three general tually nil in these approaches. The natural guidelines which could facilitate L2 acquisiinsecurity of a new classroom, new peers,tion a for communicative competence: (1) all classroom activities should be devoted to comnew teacher, and a new subject is compounded by possible failure in any or all munication with focus on content, (2) no components of the grammar itself: the student speech errors should be corrected, and (3) may not comprehend what the teacher said, students should feel free to respond in L1,



he may make pronunciation errors and structure errors, and he will probably be corrected



for both.



A situation in which the learner is overwhelmed in this manner with new informa-



" Postovsky (1974) reports that Robert Gauthier



(1963) in Canada introduced the so-called Tan-Gau method for teaching French to English speaking stu-



dents in which the teacher speaks French and the



students respond in English until such time as each tion rarely happens in natural second lanstudent individually approaches the state of "speakguage acquisition since he can usually begin ing readiness."
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L2 or any mixture of the two.



I will turn to a more detailed discussion of



tain cues, essentially lexical at first, that he will be able to follow the gist of the utterances



he hears. The main objective in the first class the techniques used in a natural approach sessions is to convince the student that he can to teach the various aspects of language skill. understand utterances in the second language Comprehension and that he can be comfortable with only a partial understanding of the components Virtually all teachers of a second language which make up the utterances. realize that listening comprehension (and The teacher may do several things on a reading, for that matter) of a second language practical level to achieve these goals. For is a matter of learning to comprehend what he may set the context for the comis being heard (or read) without knowing example, all of the structure or all of the lexical items of munication by beginning in English (or whatthe sentence. This is true for all second lanever the native language happens to be), and guage contact up to the very last stages then of switch naturally to L2, accompanied by perfection of the second language ability. gestures, diagrams, visual aids, and so forth. His speech does not necessarily have to be Although this fact is known usually through slow, but it should be as expressive as possible personal experience to almost all language lingering on key words or phrases. From time teachers, the complex process of learning how to time he may have to add a few words by to comprehend an idea without understanding



mixing naturally the native language (in all of the components of the sentence is



somewhat the way bilinguals normally mix rarely explained in any detail, much less extwo languages) to clarify key points in the plicitly taught to the students. In fact, the narrative. The main objective is that the stuopposite is usually true. The language is simdent hear 90 percent or so in L2, and believe plified by the teacher so that the student can



with normal effort understand all of the ele-



that he understands what he hears. Even if



ments of the sentence. Students are rarely con-this is not strictly true, with enough experi-



ence it will be. It cannot be stressed enough fronted with situations which approach real that building a toleration for listening to a life language use, or if such situations arise, second language which one is only partially the teacher and students simply dismiss the understanding is not especially easy; however, noncomprehension by explaining that the the satisfaction the student derives from comsample of language was too advanced, i.e., usually ameliorates the tension "they haven't studied that yet." The idea prehension is caused by the hearing of unfamiliar lexical that if one studies the grammar long enough, items and structure.16 he will someday magically understand the language. This is not true, but we continue



to teach as if it were. Few textbooks deal in



16 In the only study of L2 teacher speech of which



I am aware, Henzl (1973:207) found that a "Forany systematic way with the teaching of comeign Language Classroom Register is a linguistic prehension in terms of grasping the idea subsystem of a that can be defined by rules of linguistic sentence without complete comprehension of simplification similar to those of the Foreigner Talk all of the elements in it. The question is and how Baby Talk Registers." Thus it may be the case



that we simplify intuitively for learners at different we can aid the natural process of the acquilevels. Landes (1975:355) in a review of the studies sition of listening comprehension abilities. of adult speech with children concluded that "not An adequate explanation of what the only stu-are adults sensitive to and affected by the need dent is expected to do and assurances that to he communicate with their children, but that interaccan be successful are indispensable. The stution patterns between parent and child change ac-



dent should be told at the very beginning cording that to the increasing language skill of the child.



Such features include sentence complexity, number of transformations involved, types of sentences addressed to the child, the use of repetition, modeling necessary. It can be demonstrated to him that, correction, baby talk register, and the speed of de-



he will hear a lot of L2 which he will not understand and that this is both natural and



with a moderate amount of attention to cer-



livery."
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rize. The learning of vocabulary is the key toI have found that college students can comprehension andt speech production. learn With to recognize twenty-five words a day with a large enough vocabulary the student canlittle difficulty. (For younger or older students this figure would have to be reduced.) comprehend and speak a great deal of L2 Thisall amounts to a minimum of 100-125 words even if his knowledge of structure is for



practical purposes nonexistent. It would per be week so that in four weeks it may be



difficult to underestimate the extremes that



possible for the student to recognize 500 words



the foreign language teaching profession hasor more, which is certainly sufficient to ungone to in emphasizing grammar. For exam-derstand many conversations.



ple, Dalbor (1972) has this piece of advice



Production



for the beginner: "If you are a typical foreign



language student . . . you probably tend to I have suggested that the student should be allowed to respond in L1 or in any combinaworry a great deal about vocabulary. Please



tion of L1 and L2. When, then, will the studon't, because it is the least important aspect



of your study .. ." Bolinger (1970:78) com-dent begin to speak the second language?



ments that "this bit of doctrine has been



The answer must be: whenever he makes a



decision to do so, i.e., whenever his self image preached to students for half a century, but and ease in the classroom is such that a reI doubt that anyone but a first-year dropout has ever been convinced by it." I might add sponse in the second language will not produce anxiety. The most common reaction to that if most teachers don't believe it, they certainly operate as if they do. Bolinger says this suggestion is that students will never reach this stage unless forced to do so. I that anyone who has mastered a foreign language knows well that the majority of time claim that this possibility is a product of the is spent mastering the lexicon of that lanstudent's fear of the teacher's expectation of guage. He further suggests that "the quantity complete manipulation of the various comof information in the lexicon far outweighs ponents of the grammar plus fear of correcthat in any other part of the language, and tion. Peer pressure from those who begin to if there is anything to the notion of redunuse L2 successfully can be a strong factor in dancy it should be easier to reconstructencouraging a progress. message containing just the words than one There are positive results of allowing the containing just the syntactic relations. The student to respond in the first language. Most significant fact is the subordinate role of importantly the standard problem of embargrammar. The most important thing is to get rassment is reduced considerably if not althe words in." The student's first task is to most entirely eliminated. This point cannot learn a large number of common words sobe emphasized too much. The fear of ridicule that he can understand what the teacher is by peers is very great in an L2 classroom, essaying to him. WAords in common semanticpecially on the high school level (although



groups are easiest to learn. For example, oneadults are not immune to this phenomenon.) might say, "Let's think of things we see in Much of this fear comes from being required our homes every day." If the word "table" isto produce new sounds without having had suggested, the teacher repeats the word sev-a sufficient amount of time to absorb the syseral times in L2 and uses the word in sentem naturally. This should never happen if the student is allowed to choose the occasion tences, talking naturally about tables, what they're used for, kinds and varieties, what in canwhich he will attempt to respond in L2. be put on top of them, and maybe an incident My experience is that for college students the switch in which a table figures. The main point is



to L2 is made after about one week.



that the students follow the gist of the conver-The key to the student's progress is his success in communication. In the classroom sucsation, and that as the conversation proceeds, other important wor(ls are also explained cess and should mean exactly what it does out-



adtded to the list the students will memo-



side the classroom: the communication was
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understood and responded to in and anthen underreport thlis to the class using L2.



standable fashion. As I have stressed, at no



Good teachers in all aplproaches have always been able to focus certain types of structure point in the natural communication process covertly in classsroom conversation. The imdoes error correction play a significant role. If the response is totally incomprehensible, portant point is that the opportunities are the teacher may request a clarification of the presellted to the students to acquire and use idea exactly in the same manner as if the these ex- structures in a natural way il the classroom restricting exercises and( drills to outchange had taken place outside the classroom



in a real life situation.



side class activities.



There is another important difference be-An important part of language acquisition and learning is the use of "strategies" by the tween second language presentation in the student in order to generate sentences which classroom and natural second language acquisition. In the classroom short answersgotobeyond the student's grammatical capabilities. Given that in the production of any questions are discouraged and answers in a student must focus attention on complete sentences (so that the student utterance can



(1) message, (2) lexical items, (3) structure, practice) are encouraged. For example, the



student is asked, "Where is the book?" and



and (4) pronunciation, the learning of details of complex grammatical rules is mostly a he replies, "The book is on the table." A more hindrance to communication. For this reason normal response is "It's on the table" or simgeneral strategies or rule approximations are ply "on the table." Students should be encouraged to respondextremely helpful on a practical level to further communication of the message, and in any way they wish to the stimuli of the on an affective level to enhance the students' teacher: short answer, long answer or no answer at all. They should be permitted to useown self confidence in his ability to speak using L2. their native language, the second language, or any mixture of the two. The goal is that the In our pilot Spanish classes, we have organized the teaching of verb forms from genteacher produce a meaningful utterance (but eral use of a single form, the third person not just meaningful in an abstract sense) and singular, through various stages of more and that the student respond in any way his partial grammar (or no grammar at all for themore discrimination (Terrell, 1977). In the case of gender assignment, we encourage them first few days) permits. The teacher focuses to follow the following strategy: if the word always and only on the exchange of ideas and ends in -a, assign it feminine gender; assign away from the form of the communication. all other words masculine gender. At a more By using both languages, communication can advanced stage when they begin to use many take place even the first day without resorting words in -ci6n and -d, these can be added as to interchanges of the most inane variety



a part of the rule. Finer distinctions can be which by necessity must occur if the student added as the fluency allows. is forced to respond "correctly" in L2. I do not mean to suggest that the classroom In languages like German or Russian with activities not be organized. Structure whichcase systems, the student would do well to is studied by the students outside the class-speak with one case form (probably the nominative) at first and then begin to distinguish room cannot be applied unless there are opother forms as his fluency, and therefore time portunities to communicate using these structures.17 For example, the teacher may wish to process grammar rules, increases. focus the conversation on past tense(s) by asking the students to describe their actions of 17 It should not be assumed that the first time an opportunity is presented students will seize that opthe previous day. In order to elicit different portunity to use the structures that they have been "person-number" combinations the studentsstudying. Several opportunities will be needed before may be divided into groups and instructed the to student matches what he has studied with what



find out what others did at some past time he produces



in free speech.
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the goal, the test iiiist be oral. This is lifficult It should be kept in niind that grammars when one has many stud(ents, but the problem rates. For example, one student may finally must be faced. Some are fortunate enough to have laboratories with cassette machines on be able to master present versus past distinctions (at least in first person singular forms) which the individual responses of each stu-



of different students will evolve at different



in his speech, while another still reliesdent on to an oral exam may be recorded. In adverbs to signal past tense. Both may other have cases, the final may have to be conducted "learned" the past tense paradigm andon bean individual basis. However the logistics able to produce the forms for tests, but areinsolved, it is clear that written grammar the case of the second student, his level of tests are no measure of oral fluency-either overall fluency does not allow for time to comprehension or production. generate past tense forms. It is a mistake to believe that students can



Conclusions



I have argued that the goal of most students become proficient enough to use the large a second language in an academic number of detailed grammar rules in studying their is to acquire the ability to communispeech which are taught in a first year situation class. cate effectively in that language. There is They can, however, learn general strategies ample evidence that many teachers, but not which will reduce the number of errors made. native speakers or language learners, define Reading and Writing effective communication as near perfection in structure and phonology, and thus doom the There is of course no "natural" approach student to ultimate failure. I have suggested to the teaching of reading and writing a secthat students be given the chance to acquire ond language. However, although our goal language as well as to learn it. To this end is oral communication, most students also I have proposed three guidelines: (1) students wish to read and write the language they should be permitted to use L1 (with L2) in study. In addition, reading and writing provide opportunities to expand the topics the of initial stages of learning to comprehend L2, (2) students' speech errors should not be conversation, facilitating thereby vocabulary



corrected and (3) class time should be devoted acquisition, and to reinforce both the learning



entirely to communication experiences, releand acquisition processes. It should be noted gating learning activities to outside the classthat if vocabulary acquisition is emphasized room. A reappraisal of the goals of foreign instead of grammar, the student is able to read language teachers to bring them in line with simple prose after only a few weeks of study. students' and native speakers' expectations Likewise, real compositions are possible much is long overdue. Most adults can learn to earlier if the student is not judged on the basis of grammaticality.



Testing If communication is the goal, then it is the overall ability to communicate, not grammati-



cal accuracy, which must be tested. This is



not easy to do, of course; but to resort to grad-



ing based on grammatical accuracy is to avoid our responsibilities. Judgements of fluency will in many cases be subjective; however, if



we cannot make those judgements with a



reasonable degree of accuracy, then our title



as teacher of a second language means very



little.



In a course in which oral communication is



communicate effectively in a second language if they are given the opportunity to do so. REFERENCES
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Who Wouldn't Want to Use



the Natural Approach? MARK G. GOLDIN, University of Colorado, Boulder



THE TITLE of this commentary is delib-



ricular ricularquestion question that that must must be faced be faced by anyby anyerately ambiguous. In one sense, it is anwho one one whoasks asks "Why "Why teach teach second second languages?" languages?" exclamation-presupposing that no one, after The The problem problem might might be labeled be labeled communicacommunication versus structure. discovering the natural approach to second language learning and acquisition outlined Terrell's natural approach assumes that by Tracy Terrell (1977), would not want toacquisition is the objective of L2 (secskill teach or learn in this way. Indeed, theond natlanguage) courses. Classroom time is deural approach sets forth an exciting set of almost exclusively to communicative voted principles for the planning of second activities; lanerrors not impeding communication guage courses at all levels (for a similar opinare ignored; students use the language of ion, see Teschner and Cox 1977:190-91).their choice in class; at the end of the course, evaluation is based on communicative comOn the other hand, the title is a questionpresupposing that there are in fact those petence. who, Among conventional L2 courses, the despite its attractiveness, would decide against ones that most closely approach these ideals the natural approach. These two readingsare ofcourses designed for reading knowledge. the title represent two sides of a crucialThey, cur- too, emphasize skill acquisition; the
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